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The fourth in a series of Star Trek: The Animated Series adaptations. Published by Ballantine Books in
February 1975. Includes:

- The Time Trap (The Enterprise becomes trapped in the Delta Triangle, an area of space where many
starships have gone missing. To make matters worse, the ship also has to defend itself from the Klothos, a
Klingon vessel captained by Kor.)

- More Tribbles, More Troubles (While escorting a shipment of grain to Sherman's Planet, the Enterprise
encounters three "old friends:" Koloth, Cyrano Jones--and tribbles!)

- The Terratin Incident (When a strange flash of light paralyzes the entire crew of the Enterprise, they begin
to shrink. Kirk beams down to the nearest planet, Cepheus, and discovers a miniature race desperate to leave
their volcanic homeworld.)
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From Reader Review Star Trek Log Four for online ebook

Mirrani says

Log Four is a collection of stories that are meant to be expanded off of the television shows from the
animated series. I didn't really find them an expansion as much as a transcript which included action. I guess
what I was hoping for was more detail to cover things that the short episodes didn't have the time for. What I
got was what I remembered of the episodes. This isn't to say that these books aren't worth reading. For me,
having and reading them is a matter of enjoying a tale told in the Trek style, if not in the complete form I had
hoped for. Still an enjoyable read, brought back some good memories of watching with friends.

John says

1976 "logs 1 thru 9" average grade B
2017 "Log 4" average grade C+

First two are too long.
C, C, A-

Curtiss says

Another three episodes from the Animated Star Trek Saturday morning cartoon series have been adapted by
Alan Dean Foster in novella form. Nearly the only format available of the Animated Star Trek series.

Rich Meyer says

An okay volume in the series, but even considering the scripts Foster had to work with, this is definitely
NOT his best work. What saves it is a bit of exposition on Lt. Arex and his people, and some good
characterization.

I Lt. Kimberly Landen says

I loved Log Four and going to continue to read the series,After finishing the reading Log Four well I fell in
love with those Tribbles. - "TRIBBLES" they adorable I have learned to hand weave Ttribbles they are so
cute little yarn balls " OH MY They are CUTE- There Be TRIBBLES"

Kenneth says



Being shrunken, lost in the Bermuda's Triangle, trouble with tribbles again.

Chris says

I have a fondness for the Star Trek Log books. I read several of them long before I saw the cartoon. I mean,
years before seeing the actual cartoon. This installment is three stories, including one story about giant
tribbles.

Yes, giant tribbles. Go on, you know you want to.

Becky says

I never saw the cartoon but these stories in themselves are great, The Terratin Incident in particular is great
fun

Robert says

Loved the original Star Trek.

Baal Of says

I'm beginning to think I must have read at least some of these books when I was a kid, because these stories
are very familiar, especially the Time Trap story in which the Enterprise is pulled into a zone full of derelict
space craft. Then again, this idea has been done a fair number of times, and perhaps I'm remembering one of
those other worlds in which this has been done. Regardless, I liked this book a lot. Yes, it's got the expected
cheesiness, but it still has the charm that I love about the original series, and the crew always attempt to think
their way through situations, rather than resorting to violence immediately.

Rebecca says

I love The Animated Series, and these were fun and well-written adaptations of episodes. Nothing wildly
outstanding, just good old Star Trek fun.

Charles says

Based on the Star Trek original series cartoon series. I thought they were pretty good. Good fun.



David says

More novalizations of the animated Star Trek series.


